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Abstract

Collaborative multi-robotic tasks are essential in complex Industry 4.0 deployments, involving autonomous robots. As such autonomous robots work with minimal centralized control, analysis of strategies for effective cooperation in task completion are needed. This is specially crucial when automation tasks are outsourced to specialized vendors without centralized control. Mechanism Design techniques have been proposed to create scenarios among multiple autonomous (possibly selfish) entities to result in desired outcomes. In this paper, we study the effect of varying bidding auction mechanism design protocols to result in multi-agent task auctioning. We demonstrate this approach over a realistic use case of task allocation involving multiple pick and place robots in Industry 4.0 warehouses. Multiple realistic auction/bidding scenarios considered including selfish agents, erroneous estimates of temporal features, heterogeneous capacities and composite bids. The results demonstrate that effective mechanisms can lead to fair outcomes despite erroneous or biased bids for tasks from agents.

1. Introduction

Industry 4.0 integrates the use of robotics, cyber-physical systems and intelligent automation [1]. This has led to increasing proliferation into manufacturing, supply chain, retailing and warehousing sectors. The key enablers for Industry 4.0 include:

1. The ability to interoperate between computing, Internet of Things (IoT) [2], robotics and human participants.

2. The ability to add information to physical systems, such as those provided by sensor data.

3. Replacing human participants in technical tasks, specially those requiring repetitive automation or robotic precision.

4. Robotic systems performing tasks in an autonomous fashion, with minimal human intervention.

A fundamental characteristic required in Industry 4.0 deployments is the ability of autonomous robotic devices to self-configure in dynamic goal and deployment conditions. This requires autonomous goal evaluation, reasoning and task completion capabilities in agents.

An Industry 4.0 use case of interest is Amazon’s warehouse ¹ [6], wherein multiple Kiva robots are used for pick and delivery tasks. Tasks arrive at varying rates and may be be completed by robotic agents available in the warehouse. Warehouse systems have been typically controlled using a centralized monitors, which track inventory and locations of agents on the shop floor. However, this is antagonistic to the principles of Industry 4.0, requiring distributed, autonomous and decentralized participants. This also requires specific locations, states,
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task capacities of individual agents to be monitored and maintained in a centralized fashion, which is not scalable.

The design of systems that have distributed, autonomous and (possibly) selfish agent interactions requires a careful analysis of desired goals. Systematic techniques are needed to model the interactions, constraints and the resultant outcome of such system constraints. Mechanism Design [3][4] is concerned with settings where a policy maker faces the problem of aggregating the announced preferences into a system-wide decision. Mechanism design solves a decision or optimization problem with incomplete information on agent capabilities. The most widely used mechanism is the Vickery-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism [5][4], that can guarantee Pareto Optimality and promote truthful bidding as a dominant strategy.

In this paper, we apply various mechanism designs to study coordination problems among multiple intelligent robotic agents [7]. We consider the Industry 4.0 warehouse scenario where multiple picking, placing and inventory management tasks are to be completed via an auction mechanism. The agents are autonomous, may have incomplete information about the bids and heterogeneous capacities. The combinatorial auction is formulated with agents vying for tasks, in order to be rewarded with point scores. Point scores gained due to completion of tasks are traded off with battery charging times, that may be used by agents (analogous to cash payments received to human participants). Such a federation of agents is required for large scale deployments, with vendors and heterogeneous robots competing for common tasks.

We integrate the VCG mechanism to enable task auctioning and coordination among the robotic agents in Industry 4.0. Through exhaustive simulations, nuances are studied in scenarios including heterogeneous agent capacities, individual task bids, combinatorial bids and collusion with erroneous estimates. We demonstrate how the mechanisms may be made robust enough to ensure fair and truthful allocation to auction participants. Such a model ensures fair, scalable and efficient deployments of autonomous agents in Industry 4.0 deployments.

The principal contributions of this paper are:

1. Porting the Industry 4.0 autonomous agent task allocation problem into a game theoretic mechanism formulation.

2. Evaluating the use of VCG auctioning mechanism designs for combinatorial auctions in cooperative tasks.

3. Consider auctions under multiple scenarios with homogeneous/heterogeneous agents, single/combinatorial tasks and truthful/erroneous bids.

4. Extensive simulation of the above mechanisms, to demonstrate efficacy of solutions in Industry 4.0 context.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: A survey of the state of the art is presented in Section 2. Section 3 provides an overview of the automated task procurement processes in Industry 4.0 warehouses. An overview of mechanism designs, combinatorial auctions and bidding languages are provided in Section 4. Mapping problems from Industry 4.0 task allocation into mechanism design formalisms, with bidding, allocation and payment is provided in Section 5. Comprehensive simulations are examined in Section 6, including use of heterogeneous agents, composite bids and erroneous estimates. This is followed by conclusions of the paper.

2. Related Work

We provide an overview of the state of the art in combinatorial auctions, mechanism design and Industry 4.0 warehouse automation.

2.1. Mechanism Designs and Auctions

Auctions and bidding techniques have been proposed to allocate resources to parties in a fair manner. This has been extended in combinatorial auctions [8], where bidders propose bids on combinations of available items/tasks. As bidders are autonomous and may behave in individualistic manner, it is important to set up games that can result in desirable outcomes both to the auctioneers as well as the bidders.

Mechanism design [3][4] has been proposed to generate social interactions among agents, in order to meet certain goal objectives. It is the assumption of the mechanism design process, that the participants in the social interaction will hold private information and behave in a self-centered manner to maximize private goals. The most widely used mechanism is the Vickery-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism [5][4]. A simple used case of the VCG mechanism is the Vickery Auction or the Second Price Sealed Bid Auction, wherein each buyer submits a sealed bid, the buyer with the highest bid is declared the winner.

The use of combinatorial auctions and mechanisms have been proposed in the logistics, autonomous robotic and vehicular transport segments. In [9], the application of single-round combinatorial auctions have been applied to Home Depot’s transporter handling network. The results indicate that the choice of auction mechanisms not only provided better rates, but many of the carriers also expressed increased satisfaction in the awarded tasks. In [10], the use of VCG auctions in multi-tenant autonomous vehicle scheduling is proposed, that would help improve the utilization of resources. In [11], the use of software actors interacting over mechanisms for
improved agility and scalability is proposed. In our work, we apply efficient mechanism design to autonomous robots deployed in industrial settings.

2.2. Industry 4.0 Automation

Industry 4.0 deployments [1] propose the use of autonomous robotic entities to complete complex tasks. Commercial deployments have been used in warehouses [12] to improve throughput of automated tasks. Amazon\textsuperscript{2} has deployed hundreds of autonomous robots to aid in reducing costs of warehouse logistics [6]. Inspiration is drawn from the use of autonomic computing technologies [13], that allow robotic runtime reconfiguration and adaptation. Architectures with self-aware, self-configuring and self-optimizing capabilities have also been proposed [14], that may be applied to such automation frameworks. For smaller scale deployments, coordinating robotic entities via a centralized cloud [15], could prove useful.

In [16], a smart factory framework is proposed that incorporates industrial network, cloud, and supervisory control terminals with smart shop-floor objects such as machines, conveyors, and products. As the smart factory is characterised by a self-organized multi-agent system, an intelligent negotiation mechanism is proposed for agents to cooperate with each other. Analysis done in [17] demonstrates that the system between the picking and storage area represents the most critical subsystem in automated warehouses. These requirements suggests the development of decentralized control solutions, involving coordination among multi-agent systems. In [18], a distributed optimization framework is proposed to handle task allocations in Industry 4.0 warehouses. In [21], a decentralised multi-agent variant of robotic coordination in an open factory setting with multiple owners of robots as well as different owners of the items to be produced, both considered self-interested and individually rational are considered. This is solved using a multi-agent decentralised optimisation approach that is computationally efficient.

In this paper, we apply mechanism design to the combinatorial auctioning of tasks in Industry 4.0 warehouses. Table 1 provides a detailed comparison with respect to the categories of papers. We have contrasted work using multi-agent optimization, game theoretic models and reinforcement learning. To the best of our knowledge, there is limited work in the intersection of combinatorial auctioning and Industry 4.0 robotic task allocation. We consider auctions under multiple scenarios with homogenous/heterogeneous agents, single/combinatorial tasks and truthful/erroneous bids. Such an in depth analysis of mechanisms would bring us closer to practical deployments of autonomous entities in industrial settings.

3. Automated Task Procurement Process

In this section, we provide an overview of Industry 4.0 warehouse automation, that makes use of multiple intelligent robotic agents for task completion.

3.1. Intelligent Agents

Traditional techniques to coordinate machines and robots in large warehouses involve centralized architectures. A typical use case could include data analytics and coordination performed over a centralized cloud repository [6]. However, there are multiple drawbacks of centralized coordination, including: (i) Inefficient latency overheads to transmit large datasets to the cloud (ii) Inability to reconfigure in real-time to changes, that is a requirement of multiple manufacturing and transportation scenarios (iii) Lack of scale, dependent on a single computational node to optimize operations.

An alternative to such centralized systems, is to make use of multi-agent systems [7]. Multi-agent systems consist of multiple coordinating intelligent agents, that can perform task computations in an autonomous fashion. The intelligent agents possess perception/actuation capabilities to sense/act on the environment – however, this information may be restricted to a limited viewpoint. In order to perform more complex tasks, it is necessary for the agents to coordinate with each other. The data and knowledge captured by agents may be shared amongst the agents via hierarchical or peer-to-peer mechanisms. This information may be used to perform more complex sets of tasks, than would have been possible by individual agents.

To model the robotic components in warehouses, we make use of the Autonomous Robot abstraction, inspired by intelligent agents [19]. Typical activities, for instance with a pick & place robot in a smart warehouse, include:

1. **Goals**: Understanding goals of each task and sub-task, such as, placing correct parts into correct bins within the given time constraints.

2. **Perception**: Object identification and obstacle detection using camera and odometry sensors that sense the environment. This aids the robot in object detection and identification.

3. **Actions**: Identifying granular actionable sub-tasks, such as, moving to particular location, picking up parts of orders or sorting objects. Constraints may be placed on the robot capabilities, motion plans and accuracy in performing such actions.

4. **Knowledge Base**: Using domain models of the world for goal completion, such as warehouse environment maps, rack type and product features.

We further elaborate on task allocation in the Industry 4.0 automation setting, next.
### Table 1. State of the Art Comparison on Industry 4.0 Multi-Robot Task Auctions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Papers</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Contrast with our approach.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[13] [15]</td>
<td>Cloud/Edge Robotics for Industry 4.0</td>
<td>Techniques in this area largely rely on a centralized coordinator to orchestrate the tasks. The cloud, edge or master controller is responsible for allocating tasks to the agents and monitoring progress. In contrast, our approach makes use of an auctioning mechanism where the agents may bid for jobs and available tasks. Any deviations in bidding or errors are handled by the system. The advantage is that multiple vendors/robot types may participate in the auctioning process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16] [18] [21]</td>
<td>Distributed Optimization, Multi-Agent Systems for Industry 4.0</td>
<td>These category of papers consider an open and flexible deployment of agents within the factory floor. There may be variations in demands, heterogeneous agents and agents incoming/leaving the system. Unlike centralized optimization approaches, these rely on decentralized optimization approaches. This is in line with the area of this work. However, we make use of combinatorial auctions that are an alternative to optimization based approaches. The optimization happens at the bidding level rather than the task level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11] [9] [10]</td>
<td>Game Theory and Auctions for Autonomous Agents</td>
<td>These set of approaches make use of game theory, mechanism design and combinatorial auctions to solve problems in autonomous agents. However, the settings are in the case of autonomous electric vehicles and software, which have their own set of constraints. There is not much analysis of selfish agents and overbidding that has been done in this paper. Moreover, Industry 4.0 robotic coordination comes with its own set of challenges and bidding specifications, that are to be included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22] [23]</td>
<td>Reinforcement Learning Approaches for Multi-Robot Coordination</td>
<td>These approaches make use of machine learning and reinforcement learning to coordinate multiple robots. However, an extended training period is needed, which cannot be guaranteed in all cases. Our solution is a higher level alternative to this, wherein coordination of autonomous agents is carried out via VCG auctioning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Industry 4.0 Warehouse Tasks

Industry 4.0 warehouse tasks require coordination between multiple autonomous agents. This is specifically needed in large warehouse set-ups where a “parts-to-picker” model involving items on a conveyor belt has to be replaced by a “picker-to-parts” model, such as making use of autonomous mobile robots. To further elaborate we present the following realistic scenario:

A large warehouse is presented, such as those managed by Amazon or Dell. Orders arrive periodically and are retrieved by a fleet of autonomous robots. A set of server robots receive the orders and efficiently allocate them to the delivery robots. The delivery robots move along the warehouse floor and approach appropriate product locations. The delivery robots recognize the correct items and make use of robotic arms to pick the objects. There are constraints on the task completion times that must be met. The robots have limited carrying capacities and drain batteries as they perform tasks. There are also variations in order arrival rates.

The scenario described above requires multiple aspects to be taken into account. First, there is a lack of a centralized control mechanism, requiring a protocol for coordination among the agents. Second, rather than accumulating tasks in batches to be procured at a later stage, the processing must be done in a first come first serve basis. Third, the number of agents and the tasks allocated should be appropriately scaled up in accordance with order rates.

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the warehouse automation model. Specialized agents are used to schedule and procure products with minimal external control. Server agents broadcast goal tasks to delivery agents. Mobile delivery agents acquire a subset of tasks and execute them within the time constraints. They are provided with points for completion of tasks, that may be used to recuperate battery power at charging stations. The agents may be penalized for unfulfilled orders. The server agents keeps track of the increase/decrease in item inventory in the warehouse.

Do note that the tasks are typically complex, requiring coordination among multiple agents. A typical case would be products to be re-trieved from disparate locations, that would be efficiently re-trieved by agents.
located in close proximity. The auctioning and allocation of tasks is typically limited by the following constraints:

- **Utilization** – as every agent has limited load carrying capacity, the agents may choose to bid or abstain from tasks that would not maximize utilization.

- **Latency** – every task has a time range that must be met, which might restrict the agents that may participate.

- **Battery Limitation** – the agents also must consider battery capacities, that must last throughout the task duration.

Further elaboration of how auction mechanism formulations may be ported to distributed settings are elaborated in the proceeding sections. Do note that as there is autonomy involved in the process, there are relative estimates of latency and battery depletion entailed with completion of a task – these should be incorporated into the allocation model.

4. Mechanism Design and Auctions

In this section, we introduce combinatorial task auctions that may be applied towards multi-agent task allocation. Mechanism designs that are responsible for generating scenarios where autonomous agents bid for tasks are also studied.

4.1. Combinatorial Task Auctions

Auctions and bidding techniques have been proposed to allocate resources to parties in a fair manner. This has been extended in combinatorial auctions [8], where auctions of multiple non-identical items is performed and the bidding price may depend on compositions of other item bids. In general, as agents intend to bid for combinations of items, the combinatorial auctions may lead to superior allocations. However, due to the exponential number of combinations, typically a subset of combinations are allowed to make the complexity tractable.

The four aspects to be specified in combinatorial auctions are:

1. **Bidding**: As each bidder provides bids for a combination of items, the protocol to specify the bids are to be efficiently specified.

2. **Allocation**: The allocation of items to various bidders will choose to maximize an utility function based on the bids.

3. **Payment**: The rules of payment will be such that the auctioneers’ revenues are maximized, while ensuring fair allocation. Fairness here refers to the ability of the mechanism to identify collusion or over-optimistic bidding among agents that could lead to tasks not being fulfilled.

4. **Strategy**: As every bidding agent is autonomous, it is assumed that the strategy employed would be motivated by individual gains. The auction should be formulated such that despite individual motivation, the allocation would maximize overall utility.

This paper considers only sealed bid auctions with a private value model for each bidding agent. The modelling is as follows:

1. A single auctioneer presents $m$ items for sale. This is bid on by $n$ bidders, having id $i$ and individual valuation functions $v_i$.

2. $v_i(S)$ is the valuation provided by bidder $i$ for a subset of items $S$.

3. The auctioneer determines the winning bidders based on an allocation algorithm: find a pairwise
disjoint set \(S_1, \ldots, S_n\) to maximize the overall utility \(\sum_i v_i(S_i)\).

As the combinatorial auctions must possess capabilities to express combinations of items \([5]\), the following bidding combinations are typically employed: (i) Atomic Bids: The bidder submits a price \(p\) for a subset of items \(S_i\). (ii) OR bids: Bidders submit a number of atomic bids \((S_i, p_i)\), with the subset of items \(S_i\) being valued at \(p_i\). The bidder may be awarded more than one subset. (iii) XOR bids: This is similar to the OR bids; however, only one of the subsets is awarded to each bidder. Such bidding techniques are integral to designing suitable mechanisms for multi-agent task auctioning, described next.

### 4.2. Mechanism Design

The main focus of mechanism design \([3][4]\) is on the design of social institutions that satisfy certain objectives, despite the fact that participating individuals hold private information. An instance would be in an auction setting, where the auctioneer would act in favour of increasing the price of items; on the contrary, the bidder would attempt to acquire the goods at the lowest possible value.

Formally speaking, for a finite set of individuals \(N = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}\) represented by \(\theta_i\), the set of possible decisions are represented as \(d \in D\). We define a few terms that are used in the mechanism design context \([3]\).

**Definition 1. Individual Preferences** The private information held by individual \(i\) is denoted by \(\theta_i \in \Theta_i\). The utility function representing preferences over decisions is denoted by \(v_i : D \times \theta_i \to \mathbb{R}\). The preference of an individual \(v_i(d, \theta_i)\) associates the advantageous benefit from decision \(d \in D\). If an individual prefers decision \(d\) over \(d'\), it is denoted by \(v_i(d, \theta_i) > v_i(d', \theta_i)\).

**Definition 2. Allocating a Private Good** In an auction, an atomic good is allocated to a bidder. The allocation is represented as \(D = \{d \in \{0, 1\}^n : \sum_i d_i = 1\}\), where \(d_i = 1\) denotes successful bidder. The successful bidder benefits by \(\theta_i\) thus producing the valuation \(v_i(d, \theta_i) = d_i \theta_i\).

**Definition 3. Efficient Decision** A decision rule \(d(\theta)\) is efficient if:

\[
\sum_i v_i(d(\theta), \theta_i) \geq \sum_i v_i(d', \theta_i)
\]

for all \(\theta\) and \(d' \in D\). This presents the Pareto Optimal front of allocating the good.

**Definition 4. Mechanisms** A mechanism is defined as a pair \((M, G)\), where \(M\) is the message space and \(G\) is an outcome function dependent on the decision \(D\). So, for a set of messages \((m_1, \ldots, m_n)\), the resulting outcomes of decisions are represented by \((g_d(m), g_{t,1}(m), \ldots, g_{t,n}(m))\).

A good mechanism is one wherein the participants individually choose messages dependent on their private information, yet leading to socially desired overall outcomes. Dominant strategies are ones wherein the individuals have the best possible messages with respect to other participants in the mechanism. In other words, the dominant strategy is optimal irrespective of the behaviour of other participants.

**Definition 5. Dominant Strategies** For an agent \(i\) with private information \(\theta_i\), a strategy \(m_i \in M_i\) is said to be dominant if:

\[
v_i(g_d(m_{-i}, m_i), \theta_i) + g_{t,1}(m_{-i}, m_i) \geq v_i(g_d(m_{-i}, m_i), \theta_i) + g_{t,0}(m_{-i}, m_i)
\]

for all \(m_{-i}, m_i\); \(m\) are the messages made public.

As each agent holds private information \(\theta_i\), the mechanism must provide incentives to reveal this information truthfully. Individuals are taxed or subsidized based on the revealed \(\theta_i\). This incentive is provided using a transfer function \(t : \theta \to \mathbb{R}^+\). For every decision \(d\), the social choice function is provided as \((d(\theta), t(\theta))\). Some typical desired properties of social choice functions, include:

1. **Pareto optimality**: Implementing an outcome that is not Pareto-dominated by any other outcome, so no other outcomes make one agent better-off while making other agents worse-off.

2. **Maximized social welfare**: Implementing an outcome that maximizes the total utility across agents. This is often called the efficient outcome. Agent \(i\) with type \(\theta_i\) has utility \(v_i(\theta_i, o)\) for outcome \(o \in O\), where \(O\) is the possible set of outcomes. We might wish to achieve efficiency in the system by maximizing the total utility gained across all agents, in which case:

\[
f(\theta) = \max_{o \in O} \sum_{i \in N} v_i(\theta_i, o)
\]

3. **Budget balance**: The total payment that agents make equals exactly zero (a strict budget balance), so money is not injected into or removed from a system. Or, the total payment is non-negative (a weak budget balance), so the mechanism does not run at a loss.

4. **Individual rationality**: We can consider individual rationality, in which an agent has non-negative utility in expectation to a given mechanism.

The most widely used mechanism is the Vickery-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism \([5][4]\). A simple used case of the VCG mechanism is the Vickery Auction or the Second Price Sealed Bid Auction, wherein each buyer submits a sealed bid, the buyer with the highest bid is declared the winner. The winning bidder pays an amount equal to the second highest bid. It can be shown that the
mechanism is truthful – a mechanism where bidding the true valuation is a dominant strategy [3].

VCG Mechanism

1. Each agent reports a valuation  \( \hat{v}_i \).
2. The mechanism chooses the allocation \((m_1, \ldots, m_n)\) that maximizes \( \sum_j \hat{v}_j(m_j) \) and outputs it.
3. For each agent \( i \):
   (a) The mechanism finds the allocation \((m_1', \ldots, m_n')\) that maximizes \( \sum_{j \neq i} \hat{v}_j(m_j') \).
   (b) Agent \( i \) pays \( p_i = \sum_{j \neq i} \hat{v}_j(m_j') - \sum_{j \neq i} \hat{v}_j(m_j) \).

We apply the VCG mechanism designs to evaluate auctions in Industry 4.0 settings in the next section.

5. Industry 4.0 Automation Task Auctions

We re-visit the scenario on Industry 4.0 warehouses from Section 3.2, wherein multiple mobile picker robots are deployed in order to complete a task. The pickup/delivery tasks can arrive at varying rates and may also differ in the number of agents/time-lines expected for completion. We formulate this problem as via decentralized bidding – the factory/warehouse can only publish tasks; agents that may be managed by multiple vendors bid on tasks. Each agent is a potential bidder – bidders will place bids on any subset of tasks they want to complete. For each bidding horizon, we assume there are \( n \) agents and \( m \) tasks. Agents charge a certain amount to complete a task – these points may be traded for charging times at stations (akin to remuneration provided to human agents for task completion). A central system receives all the bids, processes them and allocates the tasks in an optimal way. The charging mechanism ensures that bidders bid truthfully.

Table 2 provides the notations for the agents and tasks in the Industry 4.0 warehouse scenario. Agents are provided additional labels to specify their location coordinates, battery life, carrying capacities and bidding information. An important point to note here is that the agents will bid based on estimation algorithms, that determine the cost (in terms of latency, battery deletion rates) used for valuing the bids. There may be agents who provide gross under/over erroneous estimates of the valuations (akin to human agents lying). It is the ability of the mechanism to handle such cases that determines efficacy in practical deployments.

On receipt of orders to be procured from the warehouse, the agents coordinate to ensure timely completion of the procurement process. This can be delayed by order congestion or unavailability of sufficient agent resources. The process of auctioning tasks among autonomous agents can be broken into three parts: (i) **Bidding process**: The input given to the auctioning problem would be the vector of bidder’s valuation and the number of combinations permitted per bidder. (ii) **Allocation of the Winners**: An optimization problem that can be posed as a knapsack problem – relaxations in conditions may be needed to compute the allocation. (iii) **Paying the Winners**: The amount that a winner pays that is socially optimal must be determined by the mechanism.

5.1. Task Auctions

The process for task auctioning starts by the server agents displaying the task, time constraints (if any) and baseline scores for task completion (Fig. 1). If the delivery agents bid for a subset \( S \) of tasks \( (s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k) \) then its true valuation of this subset is the sum of the distances between agent’s current location and each task’s location. The actual bid might be greater than the true valuation, when the agent is greedy to gain more point scores. Depletion in the battery is a function of the task valuation to be performed.

Thus, each bid is of the type \((S_i, bids_i)\) where \( S_i \) is the subset of the tasks considered for the \( i^{th} \) bid and \( bids_i \) the value of the bid. As already mentioned we have a total of \( L \) bids. The Python\(^3\) code snapshot of bid allocation to tasks is provided below:

```python
1 def assign_bids(bids, erroneous, n,m):
2     for i in range (erroneous):
3         for j in range(n):
4             if i< erroneous:
5                 bids[cnt] = (int) (bids[cnt]*(1+abs(np.random.normal(0,1))))
6             cnt = cnt+1
7         return bids
8
9 def solve(agents,task, discharge_rate, n,m, erroneous):
10     bids = [0 for x in range(m*n)]
11     dist = [0 for x in range(m*n)]
12     cnt = 0
13     for j in range(n):
14         for k in range(n):
15             dist[cnt] = (agents[j].pos).comp_dist(task[k])
16             bids[cnt] = agents[j].bidding_func(dist[cnt] * discharge_rate)
17             cnt = cnt+1
18     bids = assign_bids(bids, erroneous, n,m)
```

We notice that the bids are a function of the distance to perform the task and discharge_rate the battery discharge rate. Bids that are provided by agents

---

\(^3\)https://www.python.org/
with erroneous estimates are incremented by a normally distributed random value.

5.2. Allocation of the winners

Given a set of bids in a combinatorial auction, the objective is to find an allocation of items to bidders that maximizes the auctioneer’s revenue. The bids are expressions in a bidding language (Section 4.1), by which bidders report valuations for subsets of items. The auctioneer’s revenue is maximized by choosing an allocation that maximizes the sum of the bidders’ valuations for the subset of items that they receive.

Definition 6. Winner Determination Problem:

Given bids bids, i = 1, ..., n, the winner determination problem is the problem to compute:

\[
x \in \arg \max \sum_{i \in N} bids(S)x_i(S) \text{ where } x \text{ is a feasible solution (3)}
\]

We have a total of L bids of the form \((S_i, Bids_i)\), and the allocating the best bids could be thought of as a multidimensional knapsack problem [20]. We denote \(x_i\) as binary variable which is equal to 1 if the \(i^{th}\) bid has won else 0, and we also denote \(k\) as the maximum no of bids any agent can win. This is formulated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \sum_{i=1}^{L} x_i \cdot bids_i \\
\text{s.t.:} & \sum_{ij \in S} x_i \leq 1 & \forall j = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1 \\
& \sum_{ij \text{agent bids}} x_i \leq k & \forall j = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, n - 1 \\
& x_i \in \{0, 1\} & \forall i = 1, 2, \ldots, L
\end{align*}
\]

The first constraint ensures that every task is allocated at most once as the tasks are indivisible, while the second constraint denotes that every agent can win at most \(k\) bids. Since the multi-dimensional knapsack problem is NP-complete, we use branch and bound heuristics to generate feasible solutions [20].

5.3. Winner Scores

We use the VCG mechanism to pay the winners (price scores), which ensures truthful bidding. We will later see that if bidders lie they would suffer relative losses, given this mechanism. The total amount paid to the \(agent_i\):

\[
\text{(Social Welfare of others if agent } i \text{ was absent) - (Social Welfare of others if agent } i \text{ was present)}
\]

\[
\text{(5)}
\]

where, Social Welfare of all players = \(\sum_{i=1}^{L} x_i \cdot bids_i\).

The code snippet provided below with the winning agents provided a pricing score \((agents[\text{winner}].\text{score})\), updating the battery discharge rate \((agents[\text{winner}].\text{life})\) and current position \((agents[\text{winner}].\text{pos})\).

```
winner = i//m
new_bids=[0 for x in range(m*(n-1))]
c1=0; c2=0;
for j in range(n):
    if j==winner:
        c2=c2+m
    continue
for k in range(m):
    new_bids[c1]=bids[c2]
c1=c1+1
c2=c2+1
new_weights=assign_weights(1en(new_bids),n-1,n)
_,s1=knapsack(new_bids,new_weights,n-1,n)
agents[\text{winner}].\text{score}=s1+bids[1]-s
agents[\text{winner}].\text{life}=-\text{dist}[1]*\text{discharge}\_\text{rate}
agents[\text{winner}].\text{pos}=\text{task}[1]\text{m}]
```

The pricing score attained after multiple rounds may be used by agents to re-charge batteries at the battery charging stations (Fig. 1). It would be advantageous for individual agents to secure maximum pricing scores for...
minimal work done; it is the responsibility of a good mechanism to identify these scenarios and award scores fairly. Multiple scenarios involving such multi-agent task auctions are analyzed via simulations in the next section.

In the case of our mechanism design, the agents can bid for tasks using their estimates of bid valuations. An awarded bid results in payment in the form of point scores – this may be redeemed by agents to charge batteries (readers may notice similarity with prices paid to human agents for tasks).

Our approach is decentralized, wherein all the bidders compute their bids in parallel and then pass it to the central system. This is different when compared to a centralized task allocation process, where it would be the central system’s responsibility to compute these allocations in a sequential manner.

If $T_1(m)$ denotes the time taken to calculate the bids (optimization problem for a particular agent) and $T_2(L, n, m)$ be the time taken to solve the winner determination problem, then the overall time complexity for the two approaches are :

1. Centralized : $n \times T_1(m) + T_2(L, n, m)$
2. Decentralized : $T_1(m) + T_2(L, n, m)$

Thus, the computational time complexity reduces significantly for higher number of agents.

6. Simulation Results

We study the effects of varying mechanism designs on the Industry 4.0 warehouse demand auctioning process (Fig. 1). We have considered a grid size of $100 \times 100$. In all our simulations we consider 50 iterations (unless specified). In each iteration there are $m$ task locations generated from a uniform distribution. The initial battery capacity is 100% and the discharge rate of the battery is 0.1/m. If there is a particular task which a agent will not be able to complete (due to its low battery), it does not participate in the auctioning process. Only after exchanging obtained processing scores for re-charging battery station times can the discharged agent participate in the bidding process. Thus, it is imperative for agents to have sufficient battery capacities to complete tasks.

Every simulated case has two sub-parts: (i) Each agent bids the truthful valuation that is estimated – this is an estimate of the line of sight distance needed to move to the task location and corresponding battery usage (ii) Some agents provide erroneous bids – under/overestimating the tasks so as to gain a foothold on the auction. It is the goal of the mechanism design to study and analyse varied situations that can occur in Industry 4.0 autonomous task auctions.


The first case considered is with homogeneous agent task capacities. The agents bid individually for all tasks, resulting in a total of $m \times n$ bids. Fig. 2 (a)(b) show the final scores of 10 agents after 50 iterations of task bids. When all agents provide accurate bids, the final scores of all agents are uniformly distributed, and the difference between min-median-max agent’s cumulative scores are also uniformly distributed. On the other hand, in Fig. 2 (c)(d) when there are 5 agents providing erroneous estimates. We notice that there is a clear separation in agent scores – the agents who provide erroneous estimates have a relatively lower score after 50 iterations. This clearly demonstrates the efficacy of the VCG mechanism – agents have an incentive to provide correct (truthful) estimates in order to obtain better scores.


In this case, we introduce heterogeneous tasks – there are two types of tasks, light-weight and heavy-weight. The agents are also divided into types one who can perform only light-weight tasks and the others who can do both. We consider that the first five agents can do only light-weight tasks, and others that can do both. We can see in Fig. 3, the mechanism ensures that the agents who can do both tasks receive superior scores compared to agents who do less tasks.


We now introduce bidding for a combinatorial subset of tasks. There are at total of $m$ available tasks resulting in $2^{m-1}$ non empty subsets of tasks. For each agent we randomly choose 5 possible subsets, and make the agent bid for it. The VCG mechanism described in Section 5 determines the winner. As seen in Fig. 4 (a)(b), the total score of all agents provided due to the composite nature of bids rises, when compared to Fig. 2. We also notice similar results when agents provide erroneous estimates in Fig. 4 (c)(d), with overbidding agents provided lower scores.


There are scenarios where agents collude together to provide erroneous estimates [5]. This is akin to human agents inflating the market with higher rates for lower level of services. We see this in Fig. 5, wherein differences between cases where there is accurate bidding vs. collusion – this implies that the the auctioneer has to pay more scores for similar tasks. By colluding, the agents...
receive higher scores for task, thus enabling them to recharge their batteries.

In order to prevent such a situation, we can set an upper-bound on the bidding value, and dismiss bids having a value more than the upper bound. An upper-bound for a particular task could be calculated by taking the maximum distance from all the four corners of the map grid – any accurate estimate of the task should not cross this bound $UB$. While $UB$ might not be a tight upper-bound, it should be reasonable enough to detect if all of them are colluding. We simulate the effect of three upper bounds in Fig. 6 – $UB$, $UB \times (1 + x)$, $UB \times (1 - x)$ where $x$ is a random variable taken from a uniform distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Fig. 6 simulates the failure rate (number of tasks that were not allocated) when 30% agent lie (provide erroneous estimates), 70% agent lie and all agents lie. Fig. 6 demonstrates that an upper-bound of $UB$ or $UB \times (1 + x)$ (optimistic values) may be preferable, as the pessimistic upper bound of $UB \times (1 - x)$, that produces a high failure rate irrespective of the number of colluding agents.

Fig. ?? summarises the findings of the simulated cases under various mechanism design schemes. While the scores may vary based on the task distributions and rewards, the general trend may be applied to multiple use cases involving combinations of multiple agents in an auction setting.

In summary, revisiting the principal contributions of the paper:

1. Porting the Industry 4.0 autonomous agent task allocation problem into a game theoretic mechanism formulation. The general structure of mechanism auctions have been described in Section 4 with specific instances of Industry 4.0 multi-robot task allocation covered in Section 5.
2. Evaluating the use of VCG auctioning mechanism designs for combinatorial auctions in cooperative tasks. This has been evaluated in the simulations in Section 6.

3. Consider auctions under multiple scenarios with homogeneous/heterogeneous agents, single/combinatorial tasks and truthful/erroneous bids. Figures 2 to 6 demonstrate the efficacy of the technique under a variety of scenarios.
7. Conclusions

The advent of Industry 4.0 automation necessitates intelligent, autonomous and collaborative robotic agents. Specially in task allocation amongst collaborative agents, there is a need to move away from centralized task allocation to decentralized multi-agent coordination. This is specifically needed when vendors are outsourced to manage specialized robotic agents. In this paper, we have made use of combinatorial auctioning mechanisms to allocate tasks to autonomous robotic agents. To ensure fairness in the auctioning mechanism despite heterogeneity, erroneous bidding estimates, agent collusion or combinatorial bids, we utilize the Vickery-Clarkes-Groves (VCG) mechanism. These aspects are demonstrated over a realistic case study in Industry 4.0 warehouses, where the use of appropriate mechanisms ensures appropriate allocation of warehouse pickup-delivery tasks. Such a model for mechanism design with combinatorial auctions would prove useful across a host of deployments involving multiple autonomous robots.
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